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Abstract
A key problem in implicit computational complexity is to analyse the impact on program run times
of nesting restricted control structures, such as for-do statements in imperative languages. This
problem has two aspects. One is whether there are methods of extracting information from the
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1 Introduction
A key problem in implicit computational complexity is to analyse the im-
pact on program run times of nesting (restricted) control structures, such
as recursion in all finite types in functional programming languages or for-
do statements in imperative programming languages. This problem has two
aspects.
One is whether there are methods of extracting information from the syn-
tax of such programs that give insight as to why some nesting of control
structures may cause a blow up in complexity, for example from polynomial
to (iterated) exponential time, while others do not.
The other is whether a given method is “optimal” in the sense that it
provides a full understanding of the mechanisms that cause and control pro-
gram run times. One should bear in mind that there are limitations to any
such method, since it is an undecidable problem whether or not a function
computed by a program lies in a certain complexity class (cf. the end of this
Section). Thus, “optimality” addresses the question whether or not a class of
“core programs” can be sorted out that comprise those data manipulations
which cause and control program run times, and for which it can be made
precise that a given method is better than any other.
This paper presents a graph theoretical analysis of control in stack pro-
grams, called garland measure, that assigns to each program P a natural num-
ber computable from P. Stack programs [8] operate with stacks X, Y, Z, . . . over
a fixed but arbitrary alphabet, and are built from the usual primitive instruc-
tions push(a,X), pop(X), nil(X) by sequencing P1; P2, conditional statements
if top(X)≡a [Q] and loop statements foreach X [Q] – read for each symbol
in X do Q – provided that no push, pop or nil instruction with respect to X
occurs in Q. The operational semantics of stack programs is standard, except
possibly for loop statements. They are executed call-by-value such that during
the execution of a loop, every symbol in the control stack can be inspected
while preserving its contents.
One Main Theorem is that (1) stack programs of garland measure n
compute exactly those functions computed by a Turing machine whose run-
ning time (as a function of input size) lies in Grzegorczyk class En+2 [6].
In particular, stack programs of garland measure 0 compute precisely the
polynomial-time computable functions.
The other Main Theorem is that the garland measure is optimal in the
sense that no other measure on stack programs satisfying (1) can admit more
algorithms at any level when restricting to core programs. The latter are stack
programs built from push operations by sequencing and loop statements.
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This paper builds on earlier work on ramified analysis of recursion by
Bellantoni and Niggl [3], and Niggl [10], and advances recent work on run
time analysis of imperative programs by Kristiansen and Niggl [8]. In the
following, we define and outline the main ideas behind the garland measure
by drawing a line from ramified analysis of recursion to run time analysis of
imperative programs, partly borrowed from [11].
The overall idea of ramified analysis of recursion is to refine the Heiner-
mann [6] and Axt’s [1] approach to measuring the computational complexity
inherent to classical primitive recursive function definitions by the nesting
depth of recursions. Central to that refinement is the analysis of “control” of
each function parameter x, that is, the number of nested top recursions that
x controls. “Top recursions” are the only form of recursion that may cause
an increase in computational complexity, while all other forms, called “side
recursions”, do not.
A case in point is the natural definition of multiplication and exponentia-
tion both by one recursion from addition, the latter defined as usual by recur-
sion from successor, that is, add(0, y) = y and add(x+ 1, y) = add(x, y) + 1:
mult(0, y) = 0 exp(0) = 1
mult(x+ 1, y) = add(y,mult(x, y)) exp(x+ 1) = add(exp(x), exp(x))
In either case, parameter x controls a recursion, but while mult passes its
computed values to parameter y of add, which has no control over any other
recursion, each computed value in the recursion for exp controls the recursion
for add. Thus, exp is a “top recursion”, while mult is a “side recursion”. In
contrast, exp and mult are identified in the Heinermann and Axt’s approach,
for both are of “nesting depth” 2.
Technically, “top recursions” are identified by syntactic means. The idea
is to assign to each parameter xi in a definition of a function f(x1, . . . , xl) a
“rank” ni such that
xi controls ni nested top recursions.
It is understood that µ(f) := max{n1, . . . , nl}, called µ-measure of f , mea-
sures the “computational complexity of f”. To see the mechanism in the
critical case, suppose that f is defined by primitive recursion from g, h, say
f(~x, 0) = g(~x) and f(~x, y + 1) = h(~x, y, f(~x, y)). Assume inductively that
g(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks m1, . . . , ml
h(x1, . . . , xl, u, v) has ranks n1, . . . , nl, p, q.
Then f(~x, y) will receive ranks max(m1, n1, q), . . . ,max(ml, nl, q),max(p, 1 +
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q).
As for the rank max(p, 1+q) of y, first observe that y controls the recursion
f is defined by, and f passes its computed values to the critical parameter v of
h. Thus, y controls 1 + q nested top recursions. Furthermore, as f passes its
decremented recursion arguments to parameter u of h, we see that y controls
p nested top recursions, too. As for the ranks max(mi, ni, q), first observe
that each parameter xi of g, h contributes its ranks to the rank of parameter
xi of f . However, to provide the information that parameter xi participates
in a recursion at rank q, the rank of each parameter xi of f is “lifted” to q.
That lifting is necessary (cf. [11] for an example) to ensure soundness of the
measure, that is, if µ(f) ≤ n+ 1 then f belongs to Grzegorczyk class En+2.
The above bookkeeping of the “control” in f allows one to distinguish two
forms of recursion:
f is a


top recursion if q ≥ max{m1, n1, . . . , ml, nl, p}
side recursion else.
The two forms of recursion and the mechanism of ranking recursions, given
the ranks for “base functions” g and “step functions” h, can be illustrated by
the histograms below where ranks are represented by the heights of columns
associated with each parameter.
Fig.1 displays the typical form of a side recursion:
   
 
... ......
x1 x1 x1x2 x2 x2x3 x3 x3x4 x4 x4xl xl xly yz
g : h : f :
Fig.2 displays the typical form of a top recursion:  
 
... ... ...
x1x1x1 x2x2 x2 x3x3 x3 x4x4x4 xl xlxl yy z
g : h : f :
What can be easily read from Figure 1 is that if f is a side recursion, then
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µ(f) = max{µ(g), µ(h)}. In other words, each “modified level” is naturally
closed under side recursion. In contrast, only top recursions f as displayed in
Figure 2 can cause a blow up in computational complexity, that is, µ(f) =
1 + max{µ(g), µ(h)}.
As for the examples above, we obtain that add is a top recursion with
ranks 0, 1, hence mult is a side recursion with ranks 1, 1 while exp is a top
recursion of rank 2. Thus, in contrast to the Heinermann and Axt’s approach,
the measure µ separates mult from exp, since µ(add) = µ(mult) = 1 and
µ(exp) = 2.
Based on those ideas, the following characterisations are known, where a
“program” is said to use at most m nested top recursions if it is of µ-measure
≤ m.
Theorem 1.1 ([10] & [3]) Programs using at most n+1 nested top recur-
sions compute exactly the functions in Grzegorczyk class En+2. Especially,
FLINSPACE = the functions computable by at most one top recursion.
The same hierarchy of classes is obtained when primitive recursion is replaced
with recursion on notation (and the successor function with the binary suc-
cessors), except that FPTIME = the functions computable by at most one top
recursion.
In terms of imperative programming languages, two kinds of programs
were studied: loop programs, as introduced by Meyer and Ritchie [9], and
stack programs described above. For these classes of programs, the somewhat
involved bookkeeping used above to follow up “control” can be dispensed
with in favour of a conceptually simple graph-theoretical analysis of “control”,
outlined below in terms of stack programs.
Obviously, each loop statement foreach X [Q] represents a recursion con-
trolled by X, and any Z occurring as push(a,Z), pop(Z) or nil(Z) in Q is a
computed value in that recursion. However, only computed values of the form
push(a,Z) can contribute to the “control in a program”, for push is the only
size increasing primitive instruction. But what corresponds to a “computed
value in a recursion that controls another recursion”? Consider the following
examples.
• String addition ⊕ satisfying |⊕ (x, y)|= |x|+|y| can be computed by
ADD :≡ foreach Y [push(a,X)].
Obviously, no computed value in that recursion controls another recursion,
hence ADD runs in polynomial time.
• String multiplication ⊗ satisfying |⊗ (x, y)|= |x| · |y| can be computed by
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nesting the program for ⊕ into a further loop governed by X, that is, by
MULT :≡ nil(Z); foreach X [foreach Y [push(a,Z)]].
Still, no computed value in that recursion controls another recursion, hence
MULT runs in polynomial time.
• String exponentiation  satisfying | (x, y)|≥(2|x|−1)+|y| can be computed
by
EXP :≡ nil(Z); foreach X [ foreach Y [push(a,Z)];
foreach Z [push(a,Y)]].
Note that each value Z computed in the recursion foreach Y [push(a,Z)]
controls that recursion within the body of the loop governed by X. Therefore
each time that body is executed, the size of stack Y is at least doubled. Thus,
if words u, v are initially stored in X, Y respectively, then Y holds a word of
size ≥ (2|u|−1)+|v| after the execution of EXP. In other words, EXP runs in
exponential time.
Definition 1.2 [control] For stack programs P, the control of P is the tran-
sitive closure P of the following governance relation →P: X governs Y in P,
denoted by X→P Y, iff P contains a loop foreach X [. . . push(a,Y). . .]. Thus,
X controls Y in P iff X P Y.
Note that Z →Q Z is precluded by the syntactic restrictions to loop state-
ments. Furthermore, one obtains that a computed value in a recursion foreach X [Q]
that controls another recursion is any Z which occurs as push(a,Z) in a loop
foreach Y [. . . push(a,Z) . . .]
of Q such that Z controls Y in Q.
Re-reading program EXP above and Definition 2, it appears appropriate
that, in analogy to top recursion, the refinement of loop nesting depth (in-
vestigated in [9]) consists in analysing “control circles” in programs P. This
gives rise to a directed control graph G(P) with labeled vertices X , one for
each occurrence of X in P, and edges X Y whenever X governs Y in P.
It turns out that FPTIME = the functions computed by stack programs with
acyclic control graphs or by sequences of such programs. Again, this perfectly
generalises to all levels of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy.
Technically, “top loops” are identified by syntactic means. To each pro-
gram P a measure µ(P) is assigned, the intuition being that
P uses µ(P) nested “top loops”.
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“Top loops” are the only form of loop statements that may cause an increase
in computational complexity, while all other forms, called “side loops”, do
not.
Definition 1.3 [measure µ] For programs P, the µ-measure of P, denoted
by µ(P), is inductively defined as follows.
• µ(imp) := 0 for every primitive instruction imp = push, pop, nil
• µ(if top(X)≡a [Q]) := µ(Q)
• µ(P1; P2) := max{µ(P1), µ(P2)}
• If P is a loop foreach X [Q], then
µ(foreach X [Q]) :=


µ(Q) + 1 if Q has a top circle
µ(Q) else
where Q has a top circle if it contains a loop foreach Y [R] of µ-measure
µ(Q) such that some Z occurring as push(a,Z) in R controls Y in Q.
Thus, a top loop is a loop statement whose body Q has a top circle, i.e. a
computed value Z in a recursion foreach Y [R] of µ-measure µ(Q) controls Y
in Q.
For imperative programs, the following characterisations are obtained,
where a program is said to use at most m nested top loops iff it is of µ-measure
≤ m.
Theorem 1.4 ([8]) Stack programs using at most n nested top loops com-
pute exactly those functions computed by a Turing machine whose running
time (as a function of input size) lies in En+2. In particular, FPTIME = the
functions computed by stack programs with acyclic control graphs or by se-
quences of such programs.
Loop programs using at most n nested top loops compute exactly the func-
tions in En+2. In particular, FLINSPACE = the functions computed by loop
programs with acyclic control graphs or by sequences of such programs.
As pointed out above, it is an undecidable problem whether a function
computed by a given program belongs to a certain level of the Grzegorczyk
hierarchy. Thus, when asking for an “optimal” measure, we must sort out a
class of “core programs” that comprise those data manipulations which cause
and control program run times, and for which it can be made precise that a
given method is better than any other.
As for FPTIME, measure µ is optimal on core programs (cf. [8]) as defined
above. But measure µ fails to be optimal for higher levels. The reason is
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simply that it still refers in a static way to the µ-measure of subprograms.
In consequence, many programs receive inappropriate high µ-measures. For
example, consider the following program P:
P :≡ foreach X [ Q; foreach Z [push(c,Y)]]
Q :≡ foreach Y [ foreach A [push(a,B)];
foreach B [push(b,A)];
foreach C [push(c,Z)]]
Clearly, the body of Q has a top circle A→ B→ A, hence µ(Q) = 1. Since the
computed value Z in the recursion Q ≡ foreach Y [R] controls Y in the body of
P, we therefore obtain µ(P) = 2. But observe that each function computed by
P lies in E3. The reason is simply that no variable of the top circle Y→ Z→ Y
in the body of P is controlled by some variable of the top circle in Q.
Thus, to obtain an “optimal” measure, we must improve the usage of
information provided by the control graphs of programs. The example above
suggests to analyse the “nesting-depth” of so-called garlands in control graphs.
A garland is the set of variables controlled some stack X, just in case X  X.
Definition 1.5 [garland] Let P be any stack program, and X any variable
of P.
• C(X) := {Y | X P Y} is called control of X in P.
• C(X) is called garland in G(P) if X is a circle variable, that is, X P X.
Fig.3 displays a garland with a sub-garland
X1
X2 X3
X4
X5
X6
Y1
Y2 Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
...
......
...
. . .
As displayed in Figure 3, garlands consist of a (control) circle, together
with all variables “controlled by that circle”. Furthermore, garlands can be
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nested, and as can be seen from the example above, such nesting of garlands
does not always imply an increase in running time.
Thus, in analogy to top recursions, the “nesting depth of garlands” is
refined as follows. First, we determine the “degree” of each garland in a
control graph, where we work from the inside outwards. The garland measure
of a program P is then defined as the maximal degree of those garlands in
control graphs which belong to the body of a loop statement in P.
Definition 1.6 [Garlands of degree ≥ n] For garlands α in G(P), the
relation α is of degree ≥ n is defined as follows.
• Every garland in G(P) is of degree ≥ 0.
• If P contains a loop foreach Y [R] such that G(R) contains a garland β of
degree ≥ n, and some Z ∈ β controls Y in P, then C(Y) is a garland in G(P)
of degree ≥ n+1.
Fig.4 displays garland C(Y) of degree ≥ n + 1
G(P)
G(R)
Y
ZZ
β
∗
Definition 1.7 [garland measure ν] For programs P, we define
ν(P) := max{n+1 | G(P) has a governed garland of degree ≥ n}
where a garland is governed if it occurs in the control graph of the body of a
loop.
Turning to the core program P above, one easily obtains ν(P)=1 as desired.
One might ask whether the garland measure is designed to tackle programs
beyond this particular example where µ failed. First observe that “perfect
measures” do not exist, for it can be shown show, using arguments similar
to [8], that it is an undecidable problem whether a given stack program has
running time in a given Grzegorczyk class. Now, turning to the program
above, this is a typical example of a core program, and we will show that a
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core program P computes a function of TM complexity n + 3 if and only if
P contains a governed garland of degree ≥ n. In other words, the garland
measure never fails on core programs.
Definition 1.8 [TM Complexity] The Turing machine complexity C(f) of
a function f computed by a stack program is defined by
C(f) := min{n ∈ N | f is computable by a Turing machine whose
running time (as a function of input size) lies in En}
This might help understand that “optimal behaviour” on core programs is
as much as one can hope for any measure satisfying (i) below. Rounding off
this section, we re-state the main findings obtained for the garland measure.
Theorem 1.9 (Characterisation and Optimality) (i) Stack programs of
garland measure n compute exactly those functions computed by a Turing
machine whose running time (as a function of input size) lies in En+2.
(ii) The garland measure ν is optimal in the sense that there is no other
measure δ on stack programs which is sound, that is,
every function computed by a stack program of δ-measure n can be com-
puted by a Turing machine whose running time lies in En+2,
and there exists a core program P such that δ(P) < ν(P).
This research is related to work of Neil Jones and his group on run time
analysis of functional programs, in particular [5].
2 The Characterisation Theorem
In this section, we will review the definition of stack programs [8] and prove
the Characterisation Theorem (i) for the garland measure. Stack programs
are loop programs operating with stacks X, Y, Z, . . . over a fixed but arbitrary
alphabet Σ = {a1, . . . , al}. Thus, each stack holds a word over Σ which can
be manipulated by running a stack program.
Definition 2.1 [Stack Programs and Core Programs] Stack programs P are
inductively defined as follows:
• Every imperative push(a,X), pop(X), nil(X) is a stack program.
• If P1, P2 are stack programs, then so is the sequence P1; P2.
• If P is a stack program, then so is the conditional if top(X)≡a [P].
• If P is a stack program, then so is the loop foreach X [P], provided that no
imperative push(a,X), pop(X) or nil(X) occurs in P.
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Core programs are stack programs built from push operations by sequencing
and loop statements.
Note 1 Every stack program can be written uniquely in the form P1;. . .; Pk
such that each component Pi is either a loop or an imperative, or else a condi-
tional, and where k = 1 whenever P is an imperative or a loop or a conditional.
We will use informal Hoare-like sentences {A} P {B} to specify or reason
about programs, the meaning being that if condition A is fulfilled before P is
executed, then condition B is satisfied after the execution of P. For example,
{~X= ~w} P {~X= ~w′} reads if the words ~w are stored in the stacks ~X, respectively,
before the execution of P, then ~w′ are stored in ~X after the execution of P.
Similarly, {~X= ~w} P {|X1|≤f1(|~w|), . . . , |Xn|≤fn(|~w|)} reads if the words ~w are
stored in the stacks ~X, respectively, before the execution of P, then each word
stored in Xi after the execution of P has a length bounded by fi(|~w|). Here fi
is any function over N, and |~w| abbreviates as usual the list |w1|, . . . , |wn|.
Definition 2.2 [Operational Semantics] Imperatives, conditionals and loop
statements in P1; . . . ; Pk are executed one by one from the left to the right,
where the operational semantics of imperatives and conditionals is as expected:
• push(a,X) pushes letter a on top of stack X.
• pop(X) removes the top symbol on stack X, if any, otherwise (X is empty)
the statement is ignored.
• nil(X) empties stack X.
• if top(X) ≡ a [P] executes the body P if the top symbol on stack X is
identical to letter a, otherwise the conditional statement is ignored.
Loop statements foreach X [P] are executed call-by-value, that is, first a
local copy U of X is allocated and P is altered to P′ by replacing each “free
occurrence” 3 of X in P (appearing as if top(X)≡ a [Q]) with U. Then the
sequence
P’; pop(U) ;. . .; P’; pop(U) (|X| times).
is executed. Thus, when executing a loop statement, the contents of the
control stack is saved while providing access to each symbol in it.
The chosen call-by-value semantics of loop statements ensures that core
programs are non-size-decreasing and length-monotonic.
Lemma 2.3 (non-size-decreasing & monotonicity) Let P be any core pro-
gram with variables among ~X.
3 An occurrence of X in P is free if it does not appear in the body Q of a subprogram
foreach X [Q] of P.
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(a) If {~X= ~w} P {~X=~u} then |~w|≤|~u| (component-wise).
(b) If |~w|≤|~w′|, {~X= ~w} P {~X=~u} and {~X= ~w′} P {~X=~u′}, then |~u|≤|~u′|.
Thus, functions computed by core programs are length-monotonic, too.
For the proof of the Characterisation Theorem (i), it suffices to show that
every function f computed by a stack program of garland measure n has a
length bound b ∈ En+2, that is, |f(~w)| ≤ b(|~w|) for all ~w. Once this “Bounding
Theorem” is established, one can proceed as in [8] to prove the Characterisa-
tion Theorem.
As in [8], it suffices to show the “Bounding Theorem” for core programs.
The base case is treated separately, showing that every function computed
by a core program of ν-measure 0 has a polynomial length bound. For the
general case, we show that every core program P of ν-measure n+1 has a
“length bound” P′ of ν-measure n+1. The structure of P′, called flattened
out, will be such that the Bounding Theorem follows by a straightforward
inductive argument.
While measure µ is defined by induction on the structure of stack programs,
some effort is required in order to link the garland measure to the structure
of stack programs. However, the following subprogram property is obvious.
Lemma 2.4 (sub-program) For any stack program P and subprogram Q of
P, ν(Q)≤ν(P).
Using the subprogram property, the following statement is obtained.
Lemma 2.5 (loop-loop) If P≡foreach X [Q] is a stack program with body
Q≡foreach Y [R], then ν(P)=ν(Q).
Proof. By sub-program it suffices to prove ν(Q) ≥ ν(P). We proceed indi-
rectly and assume that ν(Q) < ν(P). Then G(P) had a governed garland C(Z)
of degree ≥ ν(P) − 1, thus P contained a loop foreach U [S] such that C(Z)
were contained in G(S). Since a stack never controls itself in loop governed
by Z, we conclude that Z is distinct from X and Y. But then the garland C(Z)
appeared in G(R), and hence ν(Q) ≥ ν(P), contradicting the assumption. 2
The next property is somewhat obvious, too.
Lemma 2.6 (sequence) If Q≡Q1; Q2 then ν(Q)=max{ν(Q1), ν(Q2)}.
Proof. The statement follows from the fact that C(Z) is a governed garland
in G(Q) if and only if C(Z) is a governed garland in some G(Qi). 2
In order to determine the garland measure for loop statements where the
body is a sequence, the following definition and property is of help.
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Definition 2.7 [degree] The maximal degree deg(P) of a garland in G(P) is
deg(P) := max{n | G(P) contains a governed garland of degree ≥ n}
Lemma 2.8 (degree) If no garland in G(P) of maximal degree is governed
in P, then ν(P)=deg(P).
Proof. If deg(P) = 0 then either G(P) has no garland, or else no garland in
G(P) is of degree ≥ 1. In either case, ν(P) = 0 follows, since no garland in
G(P) of maximal degree is governed in P.
Case deg(P) > 0. Then P contains a loop foreach Y [R] such that G(R)
contains a garland β of degree ≥ deg(P) − 1, and some Z ∈ β controls Y in
P. Hence G(P) contains a governed garland of degree ≥ deg(P)− 1, implying
ν(P)≥deg(P). But as no garland of maximal degree deg(P) is governed in P,
we obtain ν(P)=deg(P). 2
Lemma 2.9 (loop-sequence) If P≡foreach X [Q] is a stack program where
Q is a sequence, then
ν(P) =


ν(Q) + 1 Q has a garland, and no garland in G(Q)
of maximal degree is governed in Q
ν(Q) else.
Proof. First observe that deg(P) = deg(Q). Clearly, “≥” holds by subpro-
gram. Furthermore, if C(Y) is a garland in G(P) of degree ≥ n, then C(Y) is
also a garland in G(Q), since no stack Y controls itself in a loop governed by
Y, and thus “≤” follows.
Case G(Q) has a garland, but no garland in G(Q) of maximal degree
deg(Q) = deg(P) is governed in Q. Then degree (2.8) yields ν(Q)= deg(Q)=
deg(P). Since Q has a garland, and as every garland in Q is governed in P, we
therefore obtain ν(P)=1 + deg(P)=1 + ν(Q).
Case G(Q) has no garland. Then G(P) has no garland, too, and ν(P)=0=
ν(Q).
Case G(Q) has a garland α of maximal degree deg(Q)=deg(P) such that α
is governed in Q. Then ν(P)=1 + deg(P)=1 + deg(Q)=1 + ν(Q). 2
loop-loop(2.5) and loop-sequence(2.9) yield the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.10 (loop) If P=foreach X [Q] is a stack program, then
ν(P) =


ν(Q) + 1 Q has a garland, and no garland in G(Q)
of maximal degree is governed in Q
ν(Q) else.
Having now linked the garland measure to the structure of stack programs,
we can start proving the Bounding Theorem.
Lemma 2.11 (base bounding) For every core program P of ν-measure 0
and variables ~X := X1, . . . , Xn, one can find polynomials p1(~X), . . . , pn(~X) such
that
{~X= ~w} P {|X1| ≤ p1(|~w|), . . . , |Xn| ≤ pn(|~w|)} for all ~w := w1, . . . , wn
In particular, every function f computed by P has a polynomial length bound,
that is, a polynomial p satisfying |f(~w)| ≤ p(|~w|) for all ~w.
Proof. First observe that ν(P) = 0 if and only if G(P) contains no garland,
or else P is a sequence of such programs. Thus by Note (1), monotonicity
and closure of polynomials, it suffices to consider the case where P is a loop
P :≡ foreach X [Q] of ν-measure 0. Hence G(P) has no garland, implying
that the control P of P is irreflexive. Generalising the situation, we proceed
as in [8] and prove the following statement:
irreflexive bounding Let P be any core program of irreflexive control with
variables among ~X := X1, . . . , Xn. Furthermore, for i = 1, . . . , n let V
i de-
note the list of those variables Xj which control Xi in P. Then there are
polynomials p1(V
1), . . . , pn(V
n) such that for all ~w := w1, . . . , wn,
{~X = ~w} P {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ pi(|~w
i|)} (i = 1, . . . , n)
where ~wi results from ~w by selecting those wj for which Xj is in V
i. 2
To treat the general case in the proof of the Bounding Theorem, we first
define what we mean by saying that one core program is a length bound on
another, and how flattened out core programs look like.
For the remainder of this section, fix any n ∈ N.
Definition 2.12 [length bound, simple & flattened out]
• Given stack programs P, Q with variables among ~X, and ~X,~Y respectively, Q
is called length bound on P, denoted P Q, if
{~X= ~w} P {~X=~v} and {~X,~Y= ~w, ~u} Q {~X=~v′} implies |~v| ≤ |~v′|.
• A core program foreach X [Q] of ν-measure n+ 1 is simple if ν(Q)=n.
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• A core program P :≡ P1; . . . ; Pk of ν-measure n+ 1 is flattened out if each
component Pi is either a simple loop or ν(Pi) ≤ n.
Given a core program P with µ(P)=n+1, we want to construct a flattened
out core program P′ of the same ν-measure such that P′ is a length bound on
P. To that end, it suffices to transform, step by step, certain occurrences of
non-simple loops in P. That motivates the following definition of “rank”.
Definition 2.13 [Rank] The rank rk(P) of core programs P of ν-measure
n+ 1 is
rk(P) :=


0 if ν(P) ≤ n or (ν(P)=n + 1 and P is flattened out)
#loops(P) else
where #loops(P) denotes the number of loops in P.
Lemma 2.14 (rank reduction) For every core program P≡foreach X [Q]
with ν(P)=n+ 1 and rk(P) > 0, one can find a core program P′≡P1; P2 such
that P P′, ν(P′)=ν(P) and rk(P1), rk(P2) < rk(P).
Proof. Let P :≡ foreach X [Q] be any core program satisfying ν(P)=n + 1
and rk(P) > 0. Then P is a non-simple loop, and according to loop-loop
(2.5) and loop-sequence (2.9), we can distinguish two cases.
Case Q is a loop foreach Y [R], and ν(P)= ν(Q)=n + 1. In this case, we
define the sequence P′=P1; P2 by
P′ :≡ foreach X [foreach Y [push(a,Z)]]; foreach Z [R]
where Z is any new variable, and a any letter. Obviously, P  P′ follows
from monotonicity of core programs (2.3) and the fact that subprogram R
in P′ is executed as many times as R in P. Furthermore, since ν(Q) = n + 1,
G(R) contains a garland, hence R contains at least two loops. Thus, we see
that rk(P1), rk(P2) < rk(P), and ν(P
′) = ν(foreach Z [R]) = ν(Q) = ν(P) by
sequence (2.6) and loop-loop(2.5).
Case Q is a sequence Q0; . . . ; Qk in normal form (1) such that ν(Q) =
n + 1, and G(Q) contains a governed garland α of maximal degree deg(Q) =
deg(P). By sequence (2.6), we obtain that some component Qi is a loop
Qi :≡ foreach Y [R] such that α is contained in G(R). In that case, we
generalise the construction of P′ above as follows. Let R−α result from R
by deleting every loop foreach V [S] with V ∈ α (and recursively eliminate
empty loops and sequences such that R−α is a core program or the empty
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string). Then we define the sequence P′=P1; P2 by
P1 :≡ foreach X [R1] and P2 :≡ foreach Z [R2]
for any new variable Z, where (for any letter a)
R1 :≡ Q0; . . . ; Qi−1; foreach Y [push(a,Z); R−α]; Qi+1; . . . ; Qk
R2 :≡ Q0; . . . ; Qi−1; R; Qi+1; . . . ; Qk
Clearly, if R−α is empty, the ith component of R1 is foreach Y [push(a,Z)].
As for P P′, by construction and Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that
(∗) {~X, Y= ~w, y} P{Y=y′} and {~X, Y, Z= ~w, y, z} P′ {Y=y′′} =⇒ |y′|= |y′′|.
Because then the number of times R is executed in a run of P on input ~w, y
is bounded by the number of times push(a,Z) is executed in a run of P′
on input ~w, y, z, and hence P  P′ follows from non-size-decreasing and
monotonicity (2.3). To obtain (∗), we must keep intact all occurrences
of push operations push(b,V) in R for which V controls Y in Q, that is, in Q
minus component Qi. None of those variables can belong to α, for otherwise
C(Y) were a garland in G(Q) of degree ≥ 1 + deg(Q), contradicting the case
assumption that α is a garland of maximal degree deg(Q). Furthermore, none
of those instructions push(b,V) in R can appear in the body of a loop in R
governed by some U ∈ α. Thus, we see that all occurrences of push operations
push(b,V) in R with V Q Y, and all loops foreach Z [S] in R with push(b,V)
appearing in S remain intact in P1. This implies (∗), concluding the proof of
P P′.
As for rk(P1), rk(P2) < rk(P), first observe that R contains at least two
loops, since G(R) contains the garland α. This implies #loops(R−α) <
#loops(R), and hence #loops(Pi) < #loops(P) = rk(P). Obviously, the way
P′ is constructed has not created a governed garland of degree ≥ n+1. Hence
ν(P′) ≤ ν(P), implying rk(P1), rk(P2) < rk(P) as required.
As for the proof of ν(P′)=n+ 1, we distinguish several subcases.
Subcase Qi is a simple loop, that is, ν(Qi) = 1 + ν(R). Then loop(2.10)
implies that no garland in G(R) of maximal degree is governed in R. If Qi is
the only component of Q which contains a garland of maximal degree, then
ν(P′) = ν(P2) = 1 + ν(R) = ν(Q) = n + 1, since G(R2) contains the garland α,
and no garland in G(R2) of maximal degree is governed in R2. Otherwise some
other component of Q contains a governed garland of maximal degree, hence
ν(P′)=ν(P1)=ν(Q)=n + 1.
Subcase Qi is not a simple loop, that is, ν(Qi)=ν(R). Then G(R2) contains
the garland α of maximal degree which is either governed in R or in P2. In
either case, ν(P′)=ν(P2)=ν(P), concluding the proof of the current case. 2
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As a consequence, the Flattening Lemma follows from rank reduction.
Lemma 2.15 (flattening) For every core program P with ν(P)=n + 1 one
can find a flattened out core program P′ such that P P′ and ν(P′)=ν(P).
Proof. Let P1; . . . ; Pl be the normal form of P (cf. Note 1). Then by
successively applying rank reduction (2.14) to each non-simple loop with
ν-measure n+1, we obtain a sequence P′ such that P  P′ and ν(P′) = ν(P),
and where all components are of rank 0, which is to say, P′ is flattened out.2
As pointed out above, Flattening (2.15) establishes the Bounding Theorem
below in the same way as in [8].
Theorem 2.16 (Bounding) Every function f computed by a stack program
of garland measure n has a length bound b ∈ En+2, i.e. |f(~w)| ≤ b(|~w|) for
all ~w.
Having at hand the Bounding Theorem, we can proceed as in [8] in order
to obtain one of the main theorems for the garland measure.
Theorem 2.17 (Characterisation) Stack programs of garland measure n
compute exactly the functions computable by a Turing machine whose running
time (as a function of input size) lies in En+2.
3 Optimality of the Garland Measure
In this last section, we will prove that the garland measure is optimal on core
programs, and as outlined above, this is about as good as one can hope for.
The proof of optimality rests on the following Lower Bound Theorem.
Lower bound. Every core program P with ν(P)=n+1 computes a function
of TM complexity n+3.
For TM complexity, see Definition 1.8. In fact, Lower bound implies
that ν is an optimal measure.
Theorem 3.1 (optimality) The garland measure ν is optimal in the sense
that there is no other measure δ on stack programs which is sound, that is,
every function computed by a stack program of δ-measure n can be computed
by a Turing machine whose running time lies in En+2,
and there exists a core program P such that δ(P) < ν(P).
Proof. Assume that there exists such a sound measure δ, and a core program
P such that m := δ(P) < ν(P) =: n. Then Lower bound implies that P
computes a function f of TM complexity n + 2. But this contradicts the
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assumed soundness of δ, according to which f were computable by a Turing
machine whose running time lay in Em+2 ⊆ En+1. 2
The proof of Lower bound is organised in several auxiliary statements
designed to bring out the impact of governed garlands on the growth of the
functions computed into a garland variable.
In order to ensure that each loop in a core program P is executed (at least
once) when running P on an input ~x, it suffices to require that the input is of
size ≥ 1, that is, |xi| ≥ 1 for each component xi of ~x.
Lemma 3.2 (subprogram) Let P be any core program with variables among
~X, and let S be any subprogram of P. Then for every input ~x of size ≥ 1,
{~X=~x} S {~X=~y} and {~X=~x} P {~X=~z} implies |~z| ≥ |~y|.
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of P, using that core pro-
grams are non-size-decreasing and length-monotonic (cf.Lemma 2.3). 2
Lemma 3.3 (governance) Let P≡ foreach Xi [Q] be a core program with
variables among ~X. Then for every Xj ∈ C(Xi), and for every input ~x of size
≥ 1,
{~X=~x} P {|Xj| ≥ |xj|+ |xi|}
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of P, using subprogram
(3.2) and non-size-decreasing (2.3). 2
Thus, after executing a core program P≡foreach Xi [Q] on input ~x of size
≥ 1, the size of each stack Xj governed by Xi in P is at least as big as the size
of the control stack Xi. Unfortunately, this behaviour does not pass on to the
general case of a core program P where we only know some stack Xi controls
some stack Xj in P. To see this, consider the following example of a program
P, where we write X→ Y for a loop foreach X [. . . push(a,Y) . . .].
P :≡ X1 → X2; X0 → X1
Hence X0 controls X2 in P, but as can be easily verified, two rounds of P on any
input ~x are required to propagate the size of the initial value x0 to the size
of X2. The reason is simply that control sequences X0 → X1 → . . .→ Xj need
not be executed in the order they are specified. In fact, this example can be
generalised to any control sequence X0 P Xj of length j ≥ 2. Thus, the only
statement what can be proved is the following.
Lemma 3.4 (control) Let P be any core program with variables among ~X,
and let Xi P Xj be any control sequence of length l. Then for every r ≥ l,
and for every input ~x of size ≥ 1,
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{~X=~x} Pr {|Xj| ≥ |xj|+ |xi|}.
Proof. By non-size-decreasing (2.3) it suffices to establish the statement
of the lemma for r = l. To that end, without loss of generality, we show the
following statement for control sequences of the form X0 → X1 → . . .→ Xl:
(∗) {~X= ~x} Pr {|Xi+1| ≥ |xi+1| + |xi| + ... + |x0|} for r ≤ l, and for any i < l,
and any input ~x of size ≥ 1.
The proof is by induction on r ≤ l, using non-size-decreasing, gover-
nance (3.3) and subprogram (3.2). 2
The next lemma establishes the base case in the proof of Lower bound
below.
Lemma 3.5 (governed garland) Let P≡ foreach Xi [Q] be any core pro-
gram with variables among X such that G(Q) contains a garland α. Then for
every garland variable Xj ∈ α, and for every input ~x of size ≥ 1,
{~X=~x} P {|Xj| ≥ 2
|xi|}.
Proof. Let Y0→ . . .→Yk→Yk+1 = Y0 be the circle in G(Q) which constitutes
the garland α. Furthermore, consider any non-circle variable Z ∈ α, hence
there is a control sequence Yi = Z0 → . . .→ Zl = Z of length l ≥ 1, for some
circle variable Yi. It suffices to prove the following statement:
(∗) {~X=~x} Qm {|Yr+1|, |Zs+1| ≥ 2
m} for m ≥ 1, and any input ~x of size ≥ 1.
The proof is by induction on m ≥ 1, using governance (3.3), subprogram
(3.2) and non-size-decreasing(2.3). 2
In principal, for the proof of Theorem Lower bound below, we need a
sequence B1, B2, . . . of functions which meet the following conditions:
(a) Bn+1 ∈ E
n+3 \ En+2 for all n ≥ 0.
(b) Bn+1(x)≤Bn+1(x+ 1), and Bn+1(x) ≤ Bn+2(x) for all n, x ≥ 0.
Clearly, these functions are related to the principal functions En+1 of the
Grzegorczyk hierarchy (cf. [8]). However, because of control above, we
need to slow down the growth of these functions without violating (a) or (b)
by linking the number of iterations to some information of a given program.
In other words, we require a hierarchy of such sequences, each depending on
a given core program P.
Let c(P) ≥ 1 be any constant that strictly bounds the length of every
non-circular control sequence Y1→ . . .→Yl in P, that is c(P)>l. For example,
c(P) :=#loops(P)+1 will do. In general, to each c ≥ 1 we associate a sequence
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B1, B2, . . . as follows:
B1(x) := 2
x
Bn+1(x) := B
xdiv c
n (1) (for n ≥ 1).
Using standard techniques, it can be easily shown that each such sequence
satisfies (a),(b) above. Furthermore, observe the additional property (c) used
below:
(c) If (Bi)i≥1 is the sequence associated to c, and if (B
′
i)i≥1 is the sequence
associated to c′ ≤ c, then B′i ≥ Bi for all i ≥ 1.
Lemma 3.6 (Lower bound) Let P ≡ foreach Xi [Q] be any core program
with variables among ~X such that G(Q) contains a garland α :=C(Xk) of degree
≥ n. Then for each garland variable Xj ∈ α, and for every input ~x of size
≥ 1,
{~X=~x} P {|Xj| ≥ Bn+1(|xi|)}
where the sequence B1, B2, . . . is that associated to c(P).
Proof. Induction on n ≥ 0, where the base case n = 0 follows from gov-
erned garland (3.5), according to which after the execution of P on any
input ~x of size ≥ 1, every garland variable Xj is of size ≥ 2
|xi| = B1(|xi|).
Step case n→n+1. As α=C(Xk) is a garland of degree ≥ n+1, Q contains
a loop statement
foreach Xk [R]
such that G(R) contains a garland β = C(Xl) of degree ≥ n, and some U ∈ β
controls Xk in Q. Thus, the induction hypothesis, (c) and subprogram (3.2)
yield:
(IH) For any input ~x of size ≥ 1, after running Q on ~x, each Xj ∈ β is of size
≥ Bn+1(|xl|).
To prove the step case, we proceed by induction on r ≥ 0 showing:
(∗) After c · r rounds of Q on input ~x of size ≥ 1, each Xj ∈ α is of size
≥ Brn+1(1).
In fact, this concludes the proof of the step case, for it implies that for any
input ~x of size ≥ 1, and for each Xj ∈ α,
{~X=~x} P {|Xj | ≥ B
|xi| div c
n+1 (1) = Bn+2(|xi|)}.
As for the proof of (∗), the base case r=0 is obvious, since we only consider in-
put ~x of size ≥ 1. Step case r→r+1. Let ~x be any input of size ≥ 1. Since both
U and Xl lie in β, the side induction hypothesis and non-size-decreasing
(2.3) yield:
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(SIH) {~X=~x} Qc·r {~X=~y} with |~y| ≥ 1, and |yU |, |yl| ≥ B
r
n+1(1).
Now, as U ∈ β = C(Xl), we obtain from (SIH), (IH) and non-size-decreasing
(∗∗) {~X=~x} Qc·r+1 {~X=~z} with |~z| ≥ 1, and |zU | ≥ Bn+1(|yl|) ≥ B
r+1
n+1(1).
As U controls Xk in Q, every other Xj ∈ α is controlled by U. Thus, as c
strictly bounds the length of every non-circular control sequence in Q, (∗∗)
and control (3.4) imply that after at most further c − 1 rounds of Q, each
Xj ∈ α is of size ≥ B
r+1
n+1(1), concluding the proof of (∗), and that of the
theorem. 2
Now the previous lemma and subprogram (3.2) imply the required the-
orem.
Theorem 3.7 (Lower bound) Every core program P with ν(P)=n+1 com-
putes a function of TM complexity n+3. 2
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